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archived as www.stealthskater.com/Documents/GLP_06.doc  

(also …GLP_06.pdf) => doc   pdf   URL-doc   URL-pdf  

 

more of Dan Burisch is on the /Burisch.htm page at  doc   pdf   URL   

 

note: because important web-sites are frequently "here today but gone tomorrow", the following was 

archived from 

http://www.godlikeproductions.com/bbs/message.php?page=1&topic=3&message=2

95261&mpage=1&showdate=4/15/04 on April 15, 2004.  This is NOT an attempt to divert 

readers from the aforementioned web-site.  Indeed, the reader should only read this back-up 

copy if it cannot be found at the original author's site. 

 

misc. Dan Burisch postings on the GLP board - Volume 6 / (pp.1-18) 
full un-edited and non-excerpted posts are at the referenced URL 

 

(continued from Part 5 - http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/GLP_05.doc …) 

 

 

(1356)  Kate  4/14/2004 8:38 pm EDT  

 

 

I often get hits from the US military.  They don't look at the site much itself, just connect once-or-

twice a week as if to say "Yoohoo!  Haven't forgotten about yer!"  Most of the time there are no referrals 

so I can't see where they came from, but it's often just after I've updated the site.  Gosh ,I feel lurved.  

 

This week it's been daily and they bring their friends too :)  I'm overwhelmed with their care and 

tenderness.  

 

I have noticed, though, that they're also coming in via the other websites and looking through the 

pages a bit more.  I can now happily say they lurv you all, too.  

 

Examples of referrers being showered with affection yesterday:  

 

www.stealthskater.com  referred disa.mil (disa are one of my best buddies)  

www.greaterthings.com  referred uscg.mil (new friends :))  

www.skywatch-research.org  referred redstone army (haven't seen them for a few months)  

 

Others I'm not sure about:  

navy.mil.... don´t know who sent them but thanks I've always been a sucker for those uniforms.  

nipr.mil… another of my best buddies  

cdc.gov... came via Google, I'll keep them at arms length -- could catch something.  lol.  

 

PS. Full DNS details not given just in case these guys were just surfing when they should've been doing 

the backups, lol.  They'll get caught anyway in the monthly reports, so why bother.  Web Marshall is my 

fave -- it makes life so much easier :) 

 

 

 

(1357)  REAL INSIDER  4/15/2004 11:57 pm EDT  
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TO THE MEMBERS OF THIS FORUM:  

 

Beware!  There are people bringing out the big guns now in an attempt to hurt all this. They are 

trying to pose as 'Burisch' with manners and styles of writing. (This does doe include the above text of 

which I am not sure).  

 

I am here warning everyone because if they can't find a hoax (and they haven't) they are going to try 

to create one and use the Burisch case as the scapegoat.  

 

Don't let these evil idiots win! Your future is at stake.  

 

((((((  

(((((  

((((  

(((  

((  

: <> <<<<<<<<<<<-----------  

((  

(((  

((((  

(((((  

((((((  

 

 

They are scared now- even Stanton Friedman says that the Burisch case is in his "gray box". Even he is 

not just throwing it away. 

 

 

 

(1358)  watching the watchers  4/16/2004 11:35 am EDT  

 

Welcome Back?  

 

>> [DonDep] “Yes, it was a tad disingenuous, stating that Dan was ‘ready to talk’; we had 

already known that, but this time it was said as if this was a genuine announcement by the 

powers that allow him what freedom of movement he has. So, sadly for some of us Dan is as 

out-of-reach as never before, but now there is some momentum.” << 

 

"Disingenuous"?   Were you there?  NO -- you were not invited nor welcome.  

 

I think Harry and Sterling are genuine and so is Dr. Dan Burisch about being ready-to-talk.  Maybe you 

are not ready.  I see you are back with your same undermining poison when it comes to the intentions of 

anyone but yourself.  Thank God that the disingenuous-ness made some momentum.  “Hmmm, let’s see 

how I can get into the picture again” 

 

>> [Dondep] “I know that while I’ve been away there’s been much hate and suspicion 

posted, but as you all know about the big white elephant in J’s post about me, I thought it 

best if I focused my energies on action.” << 
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Right, "hate and suspicion"?  The thread was pretty calm except for 'Starryeyes' fighting with everyone.  

Maybe you should stay home and keep her busy so she doesn’t have time to be so suspicious and 

hateful.  

Are you sure it was 'J' posting?  Or is that just another one of your “I know” comments?  Seems doubtful 

to me that 'J' would hang out here at GLP.  But strange things do happen. 

 

>> [Dondep] “I hope it gives you all a better idea of the real BJ, for one.” << 

 

I thought that Harry portrayed her rather well in his post, it was sincere and heartfelt.  Seems you are just 

bragging about having once had contact. 

 

>> [Dondep] “I think she was referring to HAARP (wasn't sure what she meant by ERB) and 

yes, I think she understood it to be dangerous. Of course her thinking may certainly have 

changed, considering how quick she burned her fingers on the Bacon Bits!” << 

 

I think that you are assuming a lot about the burns she received.  I bet those things would be hot for a 

month.  You are some "friend" to make such assumptions.  All your research and ERB was a mystery to 

you.   Hmm … that says a bit, doesn't it!  

 

>> [Dondep] "That's always been the problem though; the bioweapons are real enough, but 

Dan wants the world to benefit from the Lotus and he wants them to know about the DCTP.  

That is SPECIFICALLY what he told me when he held up that Dove document with the words 

'For the sake of Humanity, Tell the World!' " << 

 

Wow!  Was that the big secret?  The one you couldn’t tell anyone?  The SPECIFIC answer to 

Boomerang’s WHY?  How will they (Humanity) benefit if no one ever gets their attention to look that 

way?  You act so informed, but where is your evidence?  

 

"What he told ME when he held up that Dove document with the words "For the sake of 

Humanity, Tell the World!' ”  

 

Tell the world that they can benefit or be destroyed by this project is probably a more accurate 

description of the situation.  This project is not a lot different than biological weapons if you think about 

it.  The LOTUS is the ultimate Biological Tool/Weapon -- for good or evil.  It is up to the character of 

men how it would be used.  I think that that is scary!  

 

I think Dan is relieved and I doubt he is in retirement.  He is probably still just as accessible as he has 

always been, which is NOT easily accessible. 

 

 

 

(1359)  ;)  4/16/2004 1:33 pm EDT  

 

Hey Don. Had to happen, didn't it?  Don't lose faith.  

 

((((((  

(((((  

((((  

(((  

((  

; < > <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<-------------  
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((  

(((  

((((  

(((((  

((((((  

 

Next ya know they'll be callin' ya 'Illume'!! 

 

 

 

(1360)  dondep  4/16/2004 2:17 pm EDT 

 

Well Mz Fitts, whoEVER is the hatemonger known as "watching the watchers", it's obvious they 

think themselves so holy and me so evil, and I thank whoEVER points out the fact to those less able to 

see the resentment of some.  I would ask Dan himself if he would approve of such holier-than-thou 

attitudes; seems to me he recently said we should ´pray for each other´ more than pray for him.  I stand 

by what I've said and done and will not let this kind of evil stand.  Because that is what it is.  Let Dan 

and BJ come and talk to us like Dan used to and see what they have to say about all of this.   

 

Until then, they can take their nasty insinuations out for a walk with their Creator and see what the 

Creator thinks of it all. I've often found that the very things people accuse others of is what they are 

guilty of within their own hearts, and I'll have more to say about that if the hate posts continue. 

 

 

 

(1361)  miketuch  4/16/2004 9:32 pm EDT  

 

I listened to the C2C George Noory interview of Michael Salla this morning.  It was professionally 

done.  Salla came across as a thoughtful, low-key person.  

 

Noory asked the question: "Why Dan Burisch?"  Salla: "He was the right man in the right place at 

the right time with the right set of skills."  That's exactly right.  God put His man where He wanted him 

to be.  

 

I'm happy that this story, and all of you who stuck their necks out got some publicity.  I take sides.  I 

was swinging back and forth between 'Boomerang' and 'Nightshade'.  But now I think the man is for 

real.  I sincerely hope the next media outlet I see the name Burisch is not at the supermarket checkout 

counter.  

 

The "machine" post was the one that swung me.  I've been there in a lab setting, observing the great 

gurus in action.  I was a 'grunt', doing the time-consuming grunt things that have to be done at 2AM to 

keep a project on track.  But still, the grunts know who gets it done, and who does not, who is good and 

who is bad, who tells the truth and who does not.  

 

My interest?  I knew about Roswell before most of you were born.  I was told the story by (nameless 

- he's still alive) in a rural hamlet.  He was in the Air Force and saw a grey alien that he shouldn't have 

seen, and heard things he shouldn't have heard.  I was a young kid.  So I want to see how it all comes 

out.  
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You have to ask yourselves how many people out there are like me?  We're not in the business, but 

we KNOW our government is lying to us.  We're damned tired of it.  So to you-in-the-know: I think it-s 

your moral responsibility to get the word out.  I'd do the same for you.  

 

 

 

(1362)  Kate  4/16/2004 9:49 pm EDT  

 

If you did a Google search for "Dan Burisch" back in August last year, the results would give about 

20 matches.  And most of the results would be from 3 websites.  

 

I did a search 2 days ago and got about 700 results and today there are nearly 900 results.  

 

 

 

(1363)  Juniper saje  4/17/2004 8:31 am EDT 

 

G´morning, 'Boomerang'!  FYI, 'Harrdrawk' and 'Wallrace' made it to DC last night and are 

preparing to take in the X-conference today and tomorrow.  They seem in good spirits, though a bit 

tired.  

 

GoOod Luck, Guys!  Have a GREAT day, and enjoy sharing your message, and hearing what the 

speakers have to say --everyone should learn a lot.  I wonder if the Burisch saga is in the program, or if 

Bill(and others) will avoid the subject?  

 

 

 

(1364)  dondep  4/17/2004 3:12 pm EDT 

 

Well, Sue ('Kiwi'), it seems we both have the same questions.  But I daresay we will not get a 

straight answer, since doing so would violate some kind of protocol.  However, I think there will be at 

least one attempt if not more to pretend to know the answer.  And the offered answer will not be correct, 

but may be employed to sow further dissension.  I say that because according to 'PreserveDestiny', Dan 

once said something about what he had learned from the Yellow Book and "paid the consequences".  

Even Dan himself told me once that by telling what he knew specifically about the future, it could 

"change the timelines" and have grave consequence, and he would not do that.  However, it was noted 

that he knew all about me before we had even met, right down to the spelling of my surname and the 

death of my son.  

 

As far as being the "leader", I don't recall having asked to be elected to anything, nor have I paid 

anyone or commanded anyone.  I am doing what I can and reacting to events just as you or anyone else 

on this thread is, despite the frequent sniping, misrepresentations and suspicions about my motives.  If 

I'm a "stalking horse" for the Illuminati or the Maji, I'd like to know about it myself.  But I wouldn't trust 

any response posted here with a 10-ft. pole.  

 

PS:  Just to clear up but one of the misunderstandings that took place these past few weeks: the 

videotape of the interview between Bill and Dan -- with a brief appearance by BJ -- was received by me 

early in Jan. 2003.  I showed it to a handful of people and the reactions were extreme.  Several people 

reacted vehemently to it, saying it was a "hoax" or a try-out for a Hollywood movie.  Others grew very 

excited and said I had to make "many copies" and distribute them all over to get the public to "rise up" 

against all the secrecy.  And many were so stunned they couldn't speak for quite some time.  With 
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opportunity comes responsibility, and these days that is quite a burden for anyone to bear.  I've come to 

empathize with those on the 'inside' who truly want the secrecy to end but are torn by the knowledge that 

simply telling the world "the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth" may result in widespread 

chaos and panic.   

 

The Disclosure should have happened long ago with the public kept apace of developments and 

understanding.  But now the equation is far different.  It doesn't mean I believe in the PTB going back to 

killing people for what they know, but knowing just how/when/why to disclose is an ongoing process.  

A reference (snide, no surprise) about me "contacting Illume sources" may refer to communications I 

had kept up with a certain Englishman in Texas, who had been involved in the past with investigating 

MJ#12.  Is he Illuminati?  I don't know him that well except that we share a fondness for certain rock 

bands.  But I doubt he is Illuminati.  Or if he is, it is certainly without his own knowledge, as may be the 

case with me.  If there be any in the black-ops community that can enlighten us, you know where to find 

me, since you all know by now there are many more eyes reading this thread of late than before. 

 

 

 

(1365)  ?  4/17/2004 3:46 pm EDT  

 

To DonDep -- I heard that something in your background was going to be a jeopardizing problem with 

validating the Dan B. case.  

 

 

 

(1366)  Boomerang´  4/17/2004 4:25 pm EDT 

 

Hi everyone,  

 

I too would like to endorse Kiwi's and Don's request to ´PTB´ (or whoever) to say here -- openly -- 

the reasons for the malignant attitude towards Dondep.  

 

OK, he made a mistake some 20-some years ago.  Nobody got hurt.  IMO, he has paid his dues to 

society.  For the record -- having asked Don's permission -- I have made available the story of Dons 

early misdemeanour in his own words (he sent this file to many here early on in this saga, so we were all 

fully aware of his past long before now).  Also available for anyone that wants the full story are three 

newspaper articles to download.  

 

Having got to know many people here over the past six months, I haven't found anyone that I would 

describe as 'Illuminati', "evil", a possible threat to Dan's safety, etc.  

 

I stand by my earlier posts.  I will not be swayed to take sides because of hearsay and innuendo.  

Produce some evidence of Don's "black heartedness" (tongue-in-cheek) and let's be done with the 

nonsense!  

 

Anyway, here's the URL, read Don's own story.  

http://www.freewebs.com/boomerang19582003/dondepsstory.htm   

 

 

 

(1367)  dondep  4/17/2004 4:29 pm EDT 

 

http://www.freewebs.com/boomerang19582003/dondepsstory.htm
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To ? : 

 

Yes, I have a "checkered past"/"colorful background" (take your pick, depending on whether you 

resent or respect me).  'Boomer' asked if he could post the press clippings on his own site and I agreed  

(lest anyone think I ´manipulated´ him …lol!).  There are 3 clippings.  The first two are about my 

campaign to help buy the train station for the town I lived in to use as a cultural center [our fight was 

with a Manhattan corp. looking to open a restaurant there].  Then because the town council "cheated" 

and attempted to blackmail me because our effort had gained public support, they broke the rules and 

sold the station in a secret meeting a day before the public hearing.  Some of the younger, more radical 

members of our group opted for a radical response, which entailed robbing at least one bank.  And so the 

political organization splintered and the infamous Dep***** gang did just that.  

 

In 1989 I had received a "pardon" (technically "clemency and restoration of civil and political 

rights") 9 years after the fact, having eventually surrendered and served my time.  I am neither ashamed 

nor proud of the criminal portion of that history (I was a teenager at the time, and the judge's son drove 

the getaway car as we outran 21 police vehicles..... seriously).  But it WAS a reaction to having played 

diligently by the rules and then getting screwed by City Hall.  My welcome to the REAL world of 

politics.  I think my civic activities since then show a different side, but there are many that are afraid of 

having any "taint" in connection with this story [ESPECIALLY a "bank robber" of all things! lol].  

That's a sad commentary on our value system since virtually everyone who is anyone has a skeleton in 

their closet, many of which are more insidious in nature.  So it is that some may have pre-judged me, but 

then they have no idea that I not only worked security for Senators and presidential candidates but I also 

was the first campaign chairman for Bill Clinton in Virginia before most people even knew who he was.  

Partisan?  Probably so.  But I'm also astute enough to realize that this story transcends partisanship or 

backgrounds (who among us is without sin? If you are, the rest of us should worry!). 

 

Bill and BJ, I hope you are reading........ 

 

 

 

(1368)  Anonymous Coward  4/17/2004 5:03 pm EDT  

 

Do study the photos of this Doctor Dan Burisch in his so-called "lab".  One must ask the question if 

indeed this microbiologist does indeed work for Black/Ops, Secret Governments and MJ-12, don't you 

think they can at the very least provide him with enough funding to equip his lab? One microscope with 

sides and a dry marker board does not a Government lab make!  

 

*cough* Hoax *cough* 

 

 

 

(1369)  Anonymous Coward  4/17/2004 9:22 pm EDT  

 

Born: Danny B(enjamin) Crain 2-2-64 Lynwood, California  

 

John (the real Uncle) had changed name from Catselas (not Katselas) so he could marry Doreen 

Aglaie LaPierre while still 17 (His mother, Pearl, required it as she had broken away from James 

Catselas [also the name of John's brother] and married David Crain.  
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After numbers of years met Deborah Burisch. John and Doreen wouldn´t accept Deborah. Danny 

legally changed name to Danny B Catselas Burisch in honor of his real Father (John´s brother, James) 

who had refused to change his name until death.  

 

Nothing involving S4 there, just a domestic issue.  

 

Again, this ain't the movies. 

 

 

 

(1370)  Crackajack NLI  4/17/2004 10:00 pm EDT 

 

Thanks for the extra history on the genealogy.  All helps.  

 

Couple of questionss.  

 

How was Forrestal tied in with Huffman?  Just friends or was there a family connection?  Why 

specifically did he have to meet his end in the air "accident"?  

 

Are there any members of the Fatheads Club still in contact with Dan?  

 

What will Deb do when Dan retires? Will she stay in her current role, in the US?  

 

Did Danny and Michael's mixing have anything to do with the scar on Danny's head?  

 

Has Danny ever done any micro work on the Mars rock samples from Antarctica?  

 

Does Danny continue his interest of Mars image analysis?  

 

How often does "Kether" communicate with Danny and other Lotus members?  

 

 

 

(1371)  idol harobed  4/19/2004 1:42 pm EDT 

 

Interesting posts by Black Friar:  

 

THE DR. DAN BURISCH HOAX  

 

Geez, so many on this board are so gullible.  

 

I´m reproducing this from the Anomalies Forum:  

 

1.  

 

"So, according to the article on Rense, Dan Burisch is prepared to come forward with information 

about what he's been doing.  Am I the only one who finds it spectacularly suspicious that despite his 

involvement in what should be one of the blackest projects--from a security perspective--and he has no 

problem reaching the public whenever he wants?  
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Let's see... he's the primary researcher in a highly classified project involving science-fiction-like 

discoveries and alien lifeforms, yet he is allowed access to the Internet, instant messaging, and chat 

rooms.  

 

And then, add to that the story of BJ Wolf, whose goal for so long was bring Dan's story to the 

public.  So, what happens?  They kidnap her and make her the head of the project?  

 

I'm sorry, but the Burisch story is losing all credibility with me.  I was absolutely fascinated by the 

story when I first heard it but I now think we're being duped.  I think Bill Hamilton is being duped.  And 

the worst thing is that BJ Wolf was probably in on it from the beginning.  

 

They crafted a VERY nice story with some rather interesting high points, not the least of which was 

Dan's supposed murder.  Then, after even more people are interested he is suddenly resurrected like a 

bad episode of Dallas where the whole season ended up being a dream. :-)  

 

It's turning into a bad soap opera, and I'm saddened by it.  I still have some hope that there are some 

rational explanations for the incongruities but that hope is dwindling quickly."  

 

2.  

 

"I'm wondering the same things as you XXX. I have just started following this story closely, after 

hearing Hamilton speak of Burisch in the past (while he was still nameless)  The story is really starting 

to smell of disinformation. It's impossible for the airchair guy to follow the facts.  

 

I'd like to see an investigation run by someone with sharp detective skills.  I'm surprised Don Ecker 

hasn't reported on it (although he may have without my knowledge).  If Burisch is who Hamilton claims 

he is, there's no way he could be going around spouting his mouth off about his work, and not be 

silenced, or at least cut loose from his work in Area 51!  

 

Can you gather in what manner Burisch is going to come forward?  He's already said quite a bit to 

the jack-leg press.  On what platform will he be able to make a splash that will amount to what we'll 

think of as 'disclosure'?"  

 

3.  

 

"Dan Burisch?  Who?  Anyone ever hear of him outside of the paradroid websites, Rense.com and 

bulletin boards?  Sounds like a book-deal/publicity-stunt if you ask me.  Yes, a formidable stench is 

forming around this one.  Who is this guy again?"  

 

4.  

 

"Diversion, disinformation, attention thwarter, a "ohh ahh" scenario.  Who's got their plastic ready to 

blindly donate to the cause?!"  

 

http://www.anomalies.net/cgi-bin/bbs/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=25;t=006817  

 

=======================================  

DAN BURISCH EXPOSED (VOL. II)  

 

Dan Burisch used to write for the neo-Fascist website - Eagles Disobey.  

 

http://www.anomalies.net/cgi-bin/bbs/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=25;t=006817
http://www.anomalies.net/cgi-bin/bbs/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=25;t=006817
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"I'm not sure if anyone remembers the Eagles Disobey or Riskers sites?  Dan Burisch and BJ Wolf 

wrote the Eagles Disobey and Eagles Unchained books years ago.  The websites are now gone (parts 

still available on the Wayback Machine)..."  

 

http://www.anomalies.net/cgi-bin/bbs/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=25;t=006817peter7 

 

 

 

(1372)  4/19/2004  2:01 pm EDT 

 

Further communication about Dr Burisch  

 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/exopolitics/message/27  

http://www.angelfire.com/pe/peter7/project_otus/StatusUpdate.html 

 

 

 

(1373)  Anonymous Coward  4/19/2004 2:13 pm EDT  

 

From: "Dr Michael Salla" <exopolitics@y...>  

Date: Mon Apr 19, 2004 8:23 am  

Subject: Further Communication from Dan Burisch  

 

Warm Greetings.  I've had a further communication from Dr Dan Burisch via his Assistant Director 

which has been kindly forwarded to me by Bll Hamilton, Director of Skywatch International.  I had an 

interview on the George Noory Show on April 15 in which Dr Burisch was invited to appear and this 

invitation has been extended to him.  I also intend to reply to the following message so I hope we 

continue to hear more from Dr Burisch, and that a public dialogue is maintained.  

 

In peace,  

 

Michael Salla, PhD  

 

*********************  

 

Dr. Salla,  

 

I have been authorized to send you a response to your reply to Dr. Dan Burisch.  For now, Dr. Dan is 

being restricted as to what to communicate so his Assistant Director has been kind enough to attempt a 

reply on his behalf.  

 

To: Dr. Michael Salla  

From: Marcia McDowell, M.A. OpDir Proj Lotus (PD/SF)  

Re: Follow-up comments to your letter to Dr. Dan BC Burisch  

 

Dr. Salla,  

 

Dr. Dan Burisch has been made aware of your recent letter, and as his ability to communicate 

with anyone outside our ´community´ has been severely restricted due to recent events, I have been 

asked to try to relay his thoughts, as well as the position of the research team with respect to your 

well crafted and thoughtful letter.  

http://www.anomalies.net/cgi-bin/bbs/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=25;t=006817peter7
http://www.anomalies.net/cgi-bin/bbs/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=25;t=006817peter7
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/exopolitics/message/27
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/exopolitics/message/27
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/exopolitics/message/27
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True friendship appears to be a thread winding its way throughout the body of your letter. And 

indeed, Dr. Burisch values true friendship very greatly. It is a rare and treasured gift, to be 

cherished as we wander through the difficulties of this world.  

 

Perhaps, the number of true friends we acquire in this lifetime is intentionally kept to a small 

number because of the fact that we feel so moved by that relationship that we often suspend our 

own best judgment in order to preserve and foster a deepening of that bond.  

 

However, in the case of Dr. Burisch, and indeed most of us involved in this research, the 

raising of true friendship over best judgment cannot be permitted, no matter how tempting it may 

be, since those aspects of friendship such as mutually beneficial projects, good manners, apparent 

respect and assistance can all be a "glamour" obscuring a hidden agenda.  

 

Even if that hidden agenda appears to be full of virtue, such as the mitigation of human 

suffering, it comes perilously close to reaching out, or touching the Fruit of the Tree of Life; an 

action which cannot be condoned by anyone on this project.  

 

Comparing Dr. Burisch to Gilgamesh or Prince Siddartha who set off upon the noble quest to 

mitigate human suffering, or to seek immortality so that nobody would ever again have to 

experience the pain of loss of a ´true friend´, is tantamount to a carefully disguised maneuver to 

direct or guide his caring and humanity-loving nature in a direction which appears on the surface 

to be worthy and full of great virtue.  

 

Actions (conversion of the observational nature of this project into a technology of any form) 

even to alleviate human suffering, or the pain of loss in such a manner would be tantamount to 

touching the Fruit of the Tree of Life.  

 

As to the question of whether the J-Rod asked permission before flooding Dr. Burisch with 

mental images - Dr. Burisch regards this as a personal matter between the J-Rod, himself and God.  

 

And finally, disclosure of the extraterrestrial presence, regardless of whether it concerns the 

factions of the J-Rods with which we have become familiar, or other extraterrestrial entities which 

are unknown to us at this time, it is Dr. Burisch's position that such a disclosure is not an issue over 

which he has any unique position which might help to promote a particular outcome.  

 

We in this project agree that we have been placed in a very unique position: we have been 

chosen by the Majestic 12 to perform an important task, albeit a humbly small task when 

considered in the overall panorama of Terrestrial and Exopolitical agendae.  But beyond that, we 

have been chosen by The Creator, as evidenced by the Spiritual Entities surrounding this Project 

that help to guide our small steps.  They always remind us to honor the admonition to "look but not 

touch" the Fruit of the Tree of Life which we have been given the honor to study. It is unwise 

therefore for any of us to believe that Providence has placed us in a unique position whereby we 

could help promote any particular outcome, since by so steering or manipulating the observations, 

or our actions concerning those observations, we might ignore the very founding Tenet upon which 

our work has been sanctioned by the Creator of All Life.  

 

While we are always moved to consider the ethical and moral questions surrounding disclosure 

and our work on the Lotus, we will not continence any maneuvering with regard to any aspect of 

our observations, our actions, or our conclusions.  This we do with respect for the Creator of Life 

and in humility as human beings.  
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Sincerely,  

 

Marcia A. McDowell, M.A.  

Bill Hamilton  

Executive Director  

Skywatch International Inc.  

www.skywatch-research.org  

Fiat Lux et Veritas 

 

 

 

(1374)  Kate  4/19/2004 7:58 pm EDT  

 

Morning everyone :)  

 

Finally managed to post something. Jeff sent me the logo that was on the Q94 doc. It´s on the news 

page of the library.  

 

Who invited Lucas Films to come out to play?  Also what's the copyright deal with all our files and 

docs. Anyone have a law background.  Do we need to update our disclaimer from 'free for all' to 'free to 

the people NOT to the movie/money makers'.  I must say, I wouldn't be impressed to see this subject 

turned into a sci-fi romp.  

 

 

 

(1375)  Kate  4/19/2004 9:48 pm EDT  

 

Major headaches for me, lol.  Web server problems, the file server is down, GLP timeouts and spam, 

my email is misbehaving.  My Internet service is flaky too.  

 

Hope everyone else is not affected.  I'm close to putting my keyboard thru the screen.  I'm standing 

up now, turning the PC off and walking away.  

 

 

 

(1376)  starryeyes  4/19/2004 10:34 pm EDT 

 

…  …  …  …  … 

 

Kate -- I think maybe it might be a good idea to post a message on the library.  Something to the effect 

that is for the people to share the information for free and not to be used in a commercial way?  I don't 

know if it would help; but if it was stated there and someone goes against it, well … they know that they 

are in the 'wrong'.   

 

Also, it could be just an employee of LUCAS FILM.  I bet some of those FX guys frequent these 

"fringe" forums and alternative news sites.  I never did any film work but in the video scene people were 

very curious and not terribly "mainstream".  At least not until they made it up to upper management.  
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(1377)  Harrdrawk  4/20/2004 12:00 am EDT 

 

WASHINGTON, DC  

Sterling & Harry reporting  

April 19, 2004; late PM EST.  

 

X-CONFERENCE REPORT  (Apr. 17-18)  

 

X-Conference was absolutely stunning.  Burisch mentioned by at least 6 speakers (that we listened to)  

● Bill Hamilton (10 min in both of two sessions)  

● Michael Salla (~5 min)  

● Dr. William Birnes (5 mins)  

● Bill Birnes/Phil Corso Jr. combo mentioned but didn’t get to that part of Video by stargate 

productions  

● Linda Moulton Howe (20 minutes including 15 min clip of Dan Burisch 2nd video by Ron Garner 

of Stargate Productions – packed audience, arguably top 3 presentation.  

● Steve Bassett in several introductions and in keynote speech at banquet  

● quite sure Greer mentioned him in workshop presentation  

 

Harry & Sterling presentation at banquet, Harry mentioned “missing biologists and scientists”.  Gave 

humorous presentation, shtick had people laughing while also making statement.  Had a lot of positive 

feedback.  

 

Off-camera and behind-the-scenes there was talk about the anxiety that some of the key individuals in 

the field were having as a result of the Burisch “ready to talk” press release.  

 

Lengthy discussions with  

● Dr. Michael Salla (getting up to speed with story and implications)  

● Bill Hamilton (showed folder with documentation [just to show extent of collection] he talks by 

phone with Dan. Dan calls him, not the other way around. Bill said Harry and I would never 

have another chance to speak with Dan, but later agreed it could yet be possible)  

● Dr. Birnes (interested in mentioning Burisch story in next issue of UFO Magazine)  

● Three members of Press/freelance from US and UK.  

● Steve Bassett  

● another person who will likely prove very helpful in getting good inside information. Will likely 

have ability to reproduce Eagles Disobey website.  

● Dr. Robert Wood (Majestic documents) is going work on proving authenticity (if so) of Bush-

Burisch shredded document (rancher memo).  

● Linda Howe – wanted to know why we had been chosen to go in, when Bill Hamilton had already 

established a solid link with Burisch. Sterling responded by saying that Bill is not disclosing 

much, and someone apparently wanted more to get out.  

 

Found three people with complete copy of Eagles Disobey (one in first hour).  

 

More details on conference later – took extensive notes.  Tapes available of all talks immediately.  

 

Highest recommendations are:  

 

Must-haves (3 for $20)  

● Steven Greer  

● Linda Moulton Howe  
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● Jim Marrs  

 

(Hamilton’s second/workshop tape would be good to know what he said about Burisch)  

 

Salla received message from Burisch first day of conference via Hamilton  

 

Got a T-shirt  

 

Next conference same place, whole hotel conference facilities.  

 

=========  

April 19 2004  

CONGRESSIONAL VISITS  

 

We’re in D.C. (Dodge Caravan, tee-hee). Hiked 15 miles on foot around capital.  

 

We met with a staffer from Senator Orrin Hatch’s office for quite some time, and he stepped in for a 

minute to shake our hands. He knew of our meeting and its content.  Later brought copy of “Disclosure” 

book (571pp) and tape by Greer and Howe from X-Conference; and copy of signed get-well card by 

Dan and BJ April 5 meeting.  

 

Hatch is chairman of Judicial Committee, which is the Committee that oversees Congressional 

hearings. They have thousands of subjects of topics to consider. We stressed to her how important this 

issue is for many people. Probably will come under “Select Committee on Security.”  

 

Met with staffer from Mike Crapo, R-ID for about 15 minutes.  

 

Met briefly with office staff from Senators from  

● Utah (Hatch & Bennett),  

● ID (Crapo & Craig),  

● NV (Reed).  

 

Could not meet with Sen. Ensign from NV because that building was having an evacuation drill at 

the time.  

 

Also went to Congressman Cannon’s office (House rep from Utah)  

 

In each place, we had the receptionist print a copy of the press release, with instructions to give it to 

the Senator/Congressman.  

 

We had no idea how large the Capital grounds are, thought maybe 1 mile from Arlington to Senate 

building. Actual mileage one-way: ~5.5 miles. Jogged back to car to get back to Hatch’s office before it 

closed to give book and tapes and card copy.  

 

After drop at Hatch’s office, drove one block to Cannon building where Harry then noticed the trip 

odometer was reading 444.1  

 

Saw many large churches 16th street. Took some photos.  Avail. on request.  Will post more later.  

 

Will check off-lines before leave town tomorrow.  We’ve done enough damage for three days. If 

anyone has anything else they would like us to do before we leave please let us know.  
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Need to get home, but may squeeze something else in before we leave.  Contact any hour.  Will 

leave Harry’s cell phone on.  

 

Have to jump hoops to get on Internet, so need phone call to inform of important mission before we 

check messages in morning.  

 

Feel free to cut and paste multiple times on forum to counter spammer. 

 

 

 

(1378)  dondep  4/20/2004 1:35 am EDT 

 

Hey Harry and Stirling-- good going!  Looks like Steve Bassett's warning about mentioning Dr Dan 

didn't appear to hurt the case.  And as much as I respect Linda's work and have bought all her books, her 

reaction seems to have that same clique-ishness to it as the whole Ufer community has shown this whole 

time.  They seem to believe that Dan's story is their purview ("owning the process" I think it has been 

called … lol).  But at least they are talking about it now.  

 

[p.s. to "Ufers"; I have enormous respect for the diligent research you have performed, the objective 

quality of your reporting, the efforts you have shown in the past towards Disclosure..... but I have a 

problem with that clique-ishness and the wanton desire to ´sell´ not just your perspective, but the basic 

knowledge you are given privy to. Just my lowly opinion.....]  

 

------------------------------------------  

 

After reading BJ's letter to Dr Salla -- which is akin to the arcane science of Kremlinology -- there are 

just as many subtle clues as there were in Dr Dan’s letter to him.  

 

“…….we feel so moved by that relationship that we often suspend our own best judgment in order to 

preserve and foster a deepening of that bond.” I gather that is to apply to more than just Dr. Salla, 

particularly those of us on this thread – present company included – that have had the privilege of 

getting to know Dr Dan almost as students can take to a favorite professor. In other words, don’t get so 

‘close’ as to let it cloud our judgment.  

 

“However….., the raising of true friendship over best judgment cannot be permitted…. since those 

aspects of friendship such as mutually beneficial projects, good manners, apparent respect and 

assistance can all be a ´glamour´ obscuring a hidden agenda.”  I guess all of us that have had the 

privilege of knowing Dan, including you and I, have some kind of ‘hidden agenda’. I would suggest that 

many of these ‘hidden agendas’ might have more to do with the goal of releasing society from the 

enslavement to the Lowest Common Denominator than to provide some kind of ‘glam by association’ or 

this continual inference that anyone that wants the public to know of the Lotus is somehow a tool of a 

nefarious Illuminati. When Dan said “Tell the world”, was that restricted to the Lotus and the DCTP? 

What about the Tau 9?  The very existence of the J-Rods?  What the REAL differences are between the 

Republic Society J-Rods and the rogue J-rods, and how the so-called spiritual Orion folks fit in?  

Raindancer, Cloverleaf and other chemtrail programs?  Or how important are the Class B particles and 

the Class C Selkies/gateway particles? (I’m not being rhetorical here, seriously.)  

 

“Even if that hidden agenda appears to be full of virtue, such as the mitigation of human suffering, it 

comes perilously close to reaching out, or touching the Fruit of the Tree of Life…”  Does this mean that 

the only purpose of the Lotus is to be used in conjunction with the Ark, and that it cannot be used with 
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present-day humanity?  Or is it another reference to that evil Illuminati that wants the Lotus so that they 

can finally achieve immortality and damn the rest of us?  Again, I’m not being rhetorical here. Just 

seems like every time anyone aids in disseminating the evidence of Dan’s (and yours now) work, it has 

to be some nefarious Illuminists up to their old tricks again.  

 

“Actions (conversion of the observational nature of this project into a technology of any form) even 

to alleviate human suffering, or the pain of loss in such a manner would be tantamount to touching the 

Fruit of the Tree of Life.”  I can agree that using this knowledge the way you suggest is tantamount to 

cheating.  Yes, cheating. To have the benefit of immortality we might as well pass on to a higher 

dimension beyond this 3D life.  BUT, this knowledge is intended to be given to the J-Rods at the Tau 9, 

correct? And/or used in the Ark in Project Preserve Destiny. Does that mean that only present-day 

humanity can’t have it, even though it is Dan (and now yourself), who are members of Present-Day 

Humanity, that developed it?  

 

“And finally…… it is Dr. Burisch´s position that such a disclosure is not an issue over which he has 

any unique position which might help to promote a particular outcome.”  He certainly DOES have a 

unique position, being at the center of the most important projects the Maji have set in motion, and 

having the added security of certain non-human entities (the thought of the cherubim having to get a bus 

ticket too brought a smile to mind).  His love of his fellow humans (in my opinion) is what seemed to 

motivate him to tell some of us that could tell the ‘interested few’ what they should rightly know.  That 

is promoting a particular outcome, but no-one in your black-ops world wants to, or is allowed to, own up 

publicly (could all be an Illuminati plot, of course).  

 

“But beyond that, we have been chosen by The Creator, as evidenced by the Spiritual Entities 

surrounding this Project that help to guide our small steps. They always remind us to honor the 

admonition to ´look but not touch´ the Fruit of the Tree of Life which we have been given the honor to 

study. It is unwise therefore for any of us to believe that Providence has placed us in a unique position 

whereby we could help promote any particular outcome, since by so steering or manipulating the 

observations, or our actions concerning those observations, we might ignore the very founding Tenet 

upon which our work has been sanctioned by the Creator of All Life.”  What did the Creator sanction, 

Dan? BJ? Only to study it? Despite the countless hours chatting and in conference with you [Dr Dan], 

this was never made clear. It is ostensibly to be given to the J-Rods at the T9 treaty-signing (um, 

“Preservation of Humanity Conference”). How, then, can you say that the Project is only one of 

observation and study? [P.S. Is Tenet capitalized to indicate George has the final say in the 

authorizations of the projects?  Lol!] I do understand that you can’t allow your compartmentalized and 

ideological perspectives to discolor the importance and pre-eminence of the Fruit of the Tree of Life, but 

that doesn’t answer the real questions.  

 

“While we are always moved to consider the ethical and moral questions surrounding disclosure 

and our work on the Lotus, we will not continence any maneuvering with regard to any aspect of our 

observations, our actions, or our conclusions.”  Dan and BJ; for the love of the Creator, humanity, the 

Maji and the hoi poloi, can you square that with your “For the sake of humanity, tell the world!”? Is one 

for formal consumption, and the other for the GLP radical activists? For every person that watches the 

now-famous Sept 2002 videotaped interview and experiences a liberating adrenaline rush of relief that 

their suspicions have been confirmed, another will sit mute in stunned silence or become vehemently 

angry that it is all a ‘hoax’. I love Boomerang’s copyright notice: >>huh…..”Tell the World” LOL. << 

Bennie, shortly before his capture, used words to the effect that Dan believed that the public should 

know about the impending catastrophe so that they could make up their own minds, rather than taking 

the chance that we could escape them without troubling the people. BJ or Dan, if you get a chance to 

read this, could you at least respond to that? Dan, I know that you have said in the past “trust the 

Creator”, but when your friends treat you like an enemy and your enemies treat you like a friend, this is 
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not as easy as it sounds. Even Uncle John’s reminder that we are free to follow our heart (and soul) 

doesn’t mean we aren’t faced with doubts, but I get the feeling there are many specifics we could learn 

from you both that would help us to do the right thing……. and clear up some misunderstandings 

without falling back on the charge that all of us who are trying to “tell the world” are merely Illuminati 

shills.  

 

“This we do with respect for the Creator of Life and in humility as human beings.”  Well said. I try 

to express the same thing in my heart when I attempt to do anything beyond my own immediate needs. I 

think it’s a great ending to a heart-felt prayer.  

 

Next time: Are GPs mfkzt or telomerase? Does white powder gold tie in with them? According to 

Laurence Gardner it appears to…….  

 

 

 

(1379)  Kate  4/20/2004 1:44 am EDT  

 

What can I say????  Chuffed to bits.  So the bigwigs have got their tickets and jumped on board. Bill's 

packed his documents.  Others have complete copies of the Eagles site.  US government are uncovering 

their ears.  

 

ROFL, Harry's driving a tank not a train :)  

 

...and my ´puter ´n´ server woes fixed themselves like magic.  

 

 

 

(1380)  Anonymous Coward  4/20/2004 3:55 am EDT  

 

Pagemaker:  "“Who are the J-Rods?”  “We are your aborted fetuses?!”  Call it Karma, why not??"  

 

So true, so true.  All life goes through stages, infant to toddler to adult.  

 

What if a race due to eons of pollution, war and pumping chemicals into their atmosphere. Screwed 

up their genetics so bad that their off-spring never progresses out of the infant stage and have a perm bad 

case of Palgeria.  Since, they do not have advanced reproduction organs, they have to result to cloning 

reproduce.  Yet over eons of cloning genetic drifting and copy of a copy-of-a-copy syndrome, they are a 

dying race with advanced technology.  

 

While surfing the stars hopping planet to planet in search for DNA/RNA to splice into their own to 

repair or patch the damage.  They hear on the Galactic grape vine of a primitive race called "Earthlings" 

who have just been first contacted due to their splitting the atom.  

 

"Ah primitives who prefer technology instead of spiritual truth.  We can do a deal and rape them 

blind.  If we play our cards right, end up with a new planet of hybrids"  

 

At first they make a treaty: 3 million Earthlings abducted in the night.  But soon the Earthlings find 

out its more like 100 million in true Light  In 1982 the Earthlings battle it out in the tunnels of the base. 

But ray guns against bullets no match no match.  The President goes before the UN "what if the Earth 

was ever invaded" and he does it again and again until his mid goes Star Wars.  The next President does 

deal accepting the New World Order where the "Haves" keep having. An the rest get newly bread 
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halflings and changelings and New Religions too of Space brothers from the Future and the Race split 

into two...  

 

While the Poles melt and planet Terraformed too.  

 

Karma indeed, Instant Karma too 

 

 

 

(1381)  Crackajack NLI  4/20/2004 6:05 am EDT 

 

Here's some awesome (colour enhanced) Mars pics.  Credit to Sgaileach1.  

 

Biodomes live here maybe??  

 

http://www.iparadigm.org/planetary/images/esa-valleyofthekings-marslife.jpg  

http://www.iparadigm.org/planetary/images/mars_express_esa-valleyofthekings_context.jpg 

 

 

 

 

(1382)  WallRace  4/20/2004 6:52 am EDT 

 

Press Release 

 

WASHINGTON, DC  

April 20, 2004  

 

Dan Burisch, a Ph.D. microbiologist presently in lock-down in Area 51 related black ops, who has 

expressed willingness to testify publicly, is one step closer to getting immunity and the Congressional 

hearing he seeks. Harry Dschaak and Sterling Allan, who met with Dr. Burisch on April 5 via an insider-

invited breach of his lock-down status, traveled by car across the country to Washington D.C. and 

presented his case to several members of Congress two weeks later on April 19, 2004.  

 

According to an earlier report about his readiness to disclose upon receiving immunity, Dr. Burisch 

has said he will answer all questions put to him if subpoenaed to do so.  

 

Dschaak (pronounced DeeShock) and Allan focused their efforts on the office of Senator Orrin 

Hatch, R-Utah because of his position as Chairman of the Judiciary Committee. They also visited with 

the staff of other Senate members from Idaho, Utah, and Nevada, where Dschaak, Allan, and Dr. 

Burisch reside, respectively.  

 

A Hatch staff member, Tiffany Perry, who met with Dschaak and Allan to be briefed on the matter, 

said this case would likely fall under the Select Committee on Security. Notwithstanding a full schedule, 

Senator Hatch did offer the courtesy of a quick stop in the conference room where the briefing took 

place.  

 

Perry informed Dschaak and Allan that there are thousands of cases vying to be brought into a 

Congressional hearing.  

 

http://www.iparadigm.org/planetary/images/esa-valleyofthekings-marslife.jpg
http://www.iparadigm.org/planetary/images/esa-valleyofthekings-marslife.jpg
http://www.iparadigm.org/planetary/images/esa-valleyofthekings-marslife.jpg
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Allan said that this issue regarding Dr. Burisch is being watched by thousands worldwide and that he 

would be glad to commence a petition effort if that could help demonstrate the mandate that is behind 

this matter. Allan’s petition basically offers people an opportunity to voice their support of subpoenaing 

Dr. Burisch’ for a Congressional hearing or other appropriate deposition.  

 

The Burisch deposition would include producing evidence of deadly virus design, with a signature 

genetic sequence included that could unobtrusively prove the laboratory origin of the virus. These 

organisms are similar to HIV and SARS, which researchers such as Len Horowitz, M.D., have 

documented as having man-made, laboratory origins.  

 

The testimony would also include a report of approximate one year period of time in which he was 

assigned to work on a living extraterrestrial being who offered himself as part of an agreed-upon 

exchange at S4 of Area 51 north of Las Vegas, NV.  

 

He can also testify of human subjects he heard who were/are being held at S4 and being treated as 

laboratory animals against their will.  

 

He also claims to have first-hand experience with working stargates. What form the evidence for 

such would take is yet to be determined.  

 

Dr. Burisch also claims to be privy to work being done to capture the genetic components of an 

extraterrestrial disease and insert that into microbial vectors that can target human beings, which 

Dschaak compares to creating a Cholora-like epidemic of a deadly disease for which there is no previous 

immunity developed.  

 

Perhaps the most crucial part of his testimony would regard his knowledge of a purported tau-IX 

treaty that exists between certain Extraterrestrial groups and a group of powerful, international, racist, 

elitist humans. This cabal has allegedly been using their tight control of Extraterrestrial information over 

the past half a century as a means of exerting extant control over affairs on earth, from government, to 

energy, to technology, and healing. Meanwhile, they mainly withhold these technological advances from 

the lay populous while personally benefiting from these things themselves. The treaty also purportedly 

provides allowances for transitive human abductions.  

 

A professional investigative reporter, Linda Moulten Howe, in reporting on April 19 on the Dan 

Burisch situation among other secret ops relating to extraterrestrials, gave evidence that the secrecy was 

first put in place by President Harry Truman. This arose out of what could be considered to be benign 

intentions of shielding the lay public from what to him was a shocking situation in order to avoid mass 

hysteria and panic. From that time, the official stance of the U.S. government was to deny any 

involvement with or knowledge of Extraterrestrial beings. She argues that while some information may 

yet merit secrecy for purposes of national security because of its military implications, that world should 

at least be brought into knowledge of the general case of extraterrestrial interaction with earth.  

 

Another researcher who been reporting recently about Dr. Burisch, and received a dialogue 

communication as recently as April 16, is Michael E. Salla, Ph.D. He purports that there are many alien 

races that have visited or who now are occupants upon the earth. He wanted to know from Dr. Burisch if 

he had interaction with more than one species. Dr. Burisch reported that he had only interacted with one 

race, which was a type of a Gray called a J-rod; and believed there were three in all: two males and one 

female, the latter of which was allowed to return from whence she came. The males expired.  

 

A research group, headed by Robert Wood, Ph.D., who is involved in proving the authenticity of 

some original MJ-12 (extraterrestrial-secret controllers) documents are presently now focusing on a 
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recently recovered (was shredded) document that alleges to be communications between a present major 

world leader and Dr. Dan Burisch.  

 

Though Dr. Burisch is now in even more stringent lock-down, with tight security around him, he has 

superiors on the inside who are in favor of disclosure. Back-door communications are still taking place. 

Allan predicts that the handlers will facilitate access to Dr. Burisch at such time as a subpoena may be 

produced for him to testify before Congress or other appropriate bodies.  

 

According to Stephen Greer, M.D., head of the Disclosure Project, the case for secrecy is beginning 

to melt, as thousands of material witnesses are beginning to step forward. These include individuals 

from within the U.S. government including the military, CIA, FBI. Greer sees the Burisch case as a 

likely poster child case for the many scientists and operatives who have been involved in various facets 

of this “kleptocracy,” as he calls it. Greer asserts that this elitist clique does not want disclosure because 

the spin-off technologies that will be made available to the world will result in their loss of control 

because of the level of empowerment it will afford the lay citizen. “Each home could have its own 

power generation system that taps into the sea of energy that surrounds us. The problem of world hunger 

could be solved within ten years.”  

 

Underlying all these researchers is a volunteer team of amateur researchers who have been following 

the Burisch story and who have been receiving a significant volume of insider-leaked covert 

communications with the intent of disclosure. Their forum, godlikeproductions.com has recently become 

subject to junk message attacks to overwhelm legitimate messages.  

 

Dschaak believes that the reason Dr. Burisch is being protected from extermination, despite his past 

disclosures and his intended future disclosures, which usually result in an untimely death sentence of the 

person making such sensitive disclosures, is because he is in process of developing technologies for 

those on the inside, which he alone is capable of furthering at this time. Dr. Burisch wants to make sure 

that these technologies are made available for peaceful purposes, and not for the furtherance of 

oppression.  

 

Allan speculates that if they have their way, the elitists on the inside, who are working with a darker 

agenda-holding faction of extraterrestrial, would inoculate themselves with this particle of life and then 

eradicate billions of non-immune humans using the super disease.  

 

The thrust of Dr. Burisch’s present project, the Lotus Project, involves a “Ganesh Particle” that holds 

promise for being able to efficiently heal damaged cells and tissue – a “fountain of youth” kind of 

technology. According to Dschaak, “Dr. Burisch has said that he has until March 15, 2005 to present a 

written paper fully describing this technology to those who are his handlers, who in turn begrudgingly 

answer to a shadowy elitist group, who allegedly have ties to a less benevolent faction of Extraterrestrial 

beings.” Dr. Burisch’s handlers are former members of the Committee of the Majority, who Dan refers 

to as Maji.  

 

Allan and Dschaak reported to Perry that the window of time for calling a Congressional hearing for 

Dr. Burisch is therefore short. Many who have followed the secrecy behind the extraterrestrial question 

for the past half century posit that time is drawing near a critical point of no return if disclosure does not 

take place. Greer compares this to the “D-1” stage of take-off for an airplane. “You reach a point in 

which you either take off, or you crash off the end of the runway.”  

 

Dr. Burisch has already disclosed volumes of information. Video interviews with him are available, 

such as a 68-minute interview he did with Bill Hamilton on Sept. 18, 2002. Another, more professional 

video interview with Dr. Burisch by a former Fox news cameraman is in process of being released,  
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But there is some information that Dr. Burisch does not wish to disclose until he receives immunity. 

While he believes he can explain how in his mind he was justified in participating in these projects, he 

thinks that others might be quick to point an accusing finger, possibly wanting to charge him with war 

crimes. Until he can be protected from such charges, he does not wish to disclose certain of the facts he 

has at his disposal. Furthermore, he also does not wish to trample the oaths he is under; and a subpoena 

would provide him legal grounds to speak freely – which he has repeatedly stated to be his desire.  

 

He is not worried about death. Dschaak observes that Dr. Burisch faced the likelihood of an untimely 

death a long time ago and has made peace with his maker.  

 

We already have a wealth of information from the testimonies that have been given by Dr. Burisch. 

He apparently wants to be able to get these other things out in the open as well.  

 

CREDITS:  

 

Much of the information contained in this press release was obtained at the X-Conference held at 

Washington, D.C. April 17-18, 2004, organized by Stephen Bassett.  

http://www.paradigmclock.com  

(Tapes and Videos available)  
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Len Horowitz – laboratory origin of HIV and SARS  

http://www.tetrahedron.org  

http://www.paradigmclock.com/
http://www.paradigmclock.com/
http://www.greaterthings.com/ET/Burisch/PR040407/
http://www.greaterthings.com/ET/Burisch/PR040407/
http://www.greaterthings.com/ET/Burisch/
http://www.greaterthings.com/ET/Burisch/
http://www.disclosureproject.com/
http://www.disclosureproject.com/
http://www.majesticdocuments.com/
http://www.majesticdocuments.com/
http://www.exopolitics.org/
http://www.exopolitics.org/
http://www.skywatchinternational.com/
http://www.skywatchinternational.com/
http://www.godlikeproductions.com/
http://www.godlikeproductions.com/
http://www.earthfiles.com/
http://www.earthfiles.com/
http://www.tetrahedron.org/
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Senator Orrin Hatch, Chairman of the Judiciary Committee  

http://hatch.senate.gov  

 

CONTACT:  

Harry Dschaak  

208-548-2448  

Rockland, Idaho (MST) 

 

 

 

(1383)  Crackajack NLI  4/20/2004 7:18 am EDT  

 

Thank you for the report, 'Wallrace'.  

 

Just a small request.  If possible, I'm sure many here would like to see you also list Kate's library site in 

the links attached to your publicity please?  There is a wealth of information there...  

http://scorpius.spaceports.com/~bemused/index12.html  

 

Thanks again  

 

 

 

(1384)  stealthskater  4/20/2004 7:26 am EDT  

 

I'm catching up on the last few days. (UNITEL's and Tom Skeggs' recent research have been 

consuming my time.) My 2-cents´ worth here is to address a post (page 20) by Kate on something about 

Lucas Films and their copyrighting public works.  

 

In addition to my former day job in the 90s as chemical-engineer/mainframe programmer, I started 

up an entrepreneurial model-photography/music-demo studio. Mainly for my fiance (at the time), to give 

her something to do. She had made some friends in those areas and we had done some past promo work 

for free.  

 

U.S. copyright law says that once something is "created" (i.e., a picture taken or a song written), it is 

"theoretically" protected by copyright laws. However, it is almost impossible to sue in Federal court to 

claim infringement damages unless a work is registered with the Copyright Office. They send you a 

certificate which is valid for lots of years.  

 

We have all heard horror stories of unscrupulous persons "stealing" material created by others and 

copyrighting it themselves. My friend inventor/remote-viewer Tom Skeggs refuses to patent his 

revolutionary aerospace flight test article because he fears it won't cover "all the grounds" and some 

inegnious legal types will figure out how to create generic copycats from his patent.  

 

Now I realize that if a defendant made tons of money from a plaintiff´s works, greedy attorneys will 

find ways to circumvent the "almost impossible" rules of copyrighting. It´s just a matter of money. But -

- like Kate -- it angers me to see a "Johnny-come-lately" try to profit from the earnest research done by 

others strictly for the public good. Maybe somebody knows of ACLU legal types who would take up the 

cause.  

 

http://hatch.senate.gov/
http://hatch.senate.gov/
http://scorpius.spaceports.com/~bemused/index12.html
http://scorpius.spaceports.com/~bemused/index12.html
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Some tidbits before I close. I met some interesting people while I had my studio (STAR*SHOTS). 

The business below me was a Kung-Fu fitness club. I met the World Grandmaster of Shaolin-do Kung 

Fu. He was in the process of getting a MS in nuclear engineering from the University of Kentucky (I had 

minored in nuc.eng. in grad school) when he returned to China to assume duties of World Grandmaster. 

He is making a couple of movies called "Grandmaster" whose theme parallels that of "The Karate Kid" 

except it is seen from the eyes of the reigning Grandmaster who is schooling the heir-to-be. I think Sony 

Pictures is underwriting this and it´s taking forever!  

 

I had a problem with clients taking the proofs and never returning them. So I posted a sign requiring 

a deposit which would be forfeited if the proofs were not returned within a week-or-so. I was later 

informed that was illegal according to State law. I had to re-word it to say something like it was deposit 

to be applied to an order. Sounded like legal mumbo-gumbo to me. But the main point here is that just 

posting a sign of your policies doesn´t mean it will stand up in court.  

 

Believe-it-or-not, there is a "usage fee" for playing a radio broadcast in your waiting room, etc. I 

thought "electromagnetic radiation" was free. If they want to make money off it, encode the signals. But 

apparently that's not how the law works (at lest here). Most of the time, this is not enforced for small 

businesses. Only if someone is making a lot of money. I think it was the local musicians´ union that told 

me about it (I had some of them as clients).  

 

The legal stuff and egos of some people have caused me to retreat more into a private world of my 

own. I don't "get out" -- even on the Internet and other such avenues -- as much as I used to. I´m 

satisfied with what I am doing. Many of you received backup copies of my site as well as some video 

documentaries. I have a "Volume 2" which I don´t plan on releasing. In addition to some of the technical 

details, it touches on the private lives of those creative individuals and some things which are best kept 

secret. In some cases, it would be hard to describe how the former was discovered without revealing the 

latter. I´m not going to do that.  

 

Based upon what I know, I´m inclined to say "If they want to make movies, let 'em.  They're missing 

the important stuff, which IMO nobody needs to know about anyway." But on the other hand, I don't 

like to see others make a profit from the efforts of good honest people.  

 

This may cause some dissenting "hate mail", but the "government/military" agencies that I´ve seen 

investigate areas such as these are not the "bad guys" as frequently portrayed. The name-of-the-game is 

to protect&save lives, and sometimes that means restricting information or releasing misleading facts 

(e.g., UFO cattle mutilations might be covering-up germ warfare experiments). They are as ´human´ as 

you and I. And because of that, they are frequently caught between the proverbial "rock and a hard 

place". I would rather see efforts focused on the growing problem of world population and -- more 

recently -- religious fanaticism. (I wonder what religions exist on other planets? And if any -- ours 

included -- are 100% correct?)  

 

Lastly, remember: (1) "if something sounds too good to be true (regardless of how much we really want 

to believe), it generally is not true"; and (2) really "extraordinary claims require extraordinary proof". 

Sleep well, all ... you're in good hands! 

 

 

 

(1385)  stealthskater  4/20/2004 10:39 am EDT  

 

Just had an afterthought ... hope this wasn't the root of the Lucas Film "invasion".  
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I had sent complimentary copies of my backup CD to some contacts I had at Playboy as well as to 

Michael Crichton ("Andromeda Strain", "Jurassic Park"). The CD contained some of the Burish info 

although I was actually trying to interest them in some other areas. This was late last year.  

 

I told them a reply was not necessary. And none was ever received. (I'm not even sure Mr. Crichton 

lives at the same address as he did when we briefly communicating in the 80s.)  As all recipients know, I 

encourage duplication and re-distribution of the CD, so God-only-knows where it will end up.  

 

I'm hoping that my well-intentions did not "jinx" anyone's efforts. But knowing human nature as I 

do, it wouldn't surprise me and -- if that was the case -- I apologize and blame it on my heart which is 

too big for my own good! 

 

 

 

(1386)   

23 

 

 

…  to be continued -- work-in-progress… 

 
 

if on the Internet, Press  <BACK>  on your browser  to return to the 

previous page  (or go to www.stealthskater.com) 

else if accessing these files from the CD in a MS-Word session, simply <CLOSE> this file's 

window-session; the previous window-session should still remain 'active' 

 


